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The coordinate ring A of a union of planes in afftne space is studied and it is 
asked when A is a Cohen-Macaulay or Buchsbaum ring. These properties are 
related to the position of the planes via the notion of seminormality. It is shown 
that A is Cohen-Macaulay iff A is connected in codimension 2 and seminormal in 
an appropriate sense. Consideration of the Cohen-Macaulification then yields a 
simple criterion for A to be Buchsbaum. Methods with several examples are 
illustrated. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let V be the reducible variety in Ani l(k), k a field, formed by the union 
of planes (2-dimensional linear subspaces) through the origin. Our interest is 
in the singular point at the origin. More specifically, we wish to discuss when 
the local ring, A, of this singular point is a Cohen-Macaulay (C-M) or a 
Buchsbaum ring. 
We may consider these planes as describing a collection, 9, of lines in the 
projective space Pn(k). Our discussion will try to relate the Cohen- 
Macaulay and Buchsbaum properties of the local ring A described above to 
the position of the lines in P”(k). 
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Our major result is that when 9 is connected, A is Cohen-Macaulay if 
and only if it is seminormal in an overring n(A/Ji). This is (8.4). If 9 is a 
connected union of lines which have linearly independent directions at each 
vertex of _ip, then A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if A is seminormal. This 
is (5.9). 
If 9 is connected, bu A is not Cohen-Macaulay, we give a simple 
algorithm for determining whether A is Buchsbaum. This is (8.8); see also 
(9.3) and (10.1). We illustrate the method by analyzing some simple 
“m X n” configurations in P3. 
If .P is not connected, A cannot be Cohen-Macaulay by a result of 
Hartshorne. Let Ai denote the local ring of the connected component g of 
P’. We show that A is Buchsbaum if and only if both (i) all the Ai are 
Buchsbaum, and (ii) A is seminormal in nAi. This is (6.6); in (6.1) we show 
that (ii) is equivalent to: (ii’) the embedding dimension of A is the sum of the 
embedding dimensions of the A i. We also give a formula for the Buchsbaum 
type of A in (7.1). 
Our method is to compare the seminormalization of A (constructed as a 
pullback ring) to the Buchsbaumification and Cohen-Macaulification of A. 
A basic observation is (3.1): any 2-dimensional seminormal ring (of finite 
type over a field) is Buchsbaum. In order to describe our method, we have 
organized the paper in the following way: 
In Section 1 we give an elementary description of the Cohen- 
Macaulification of the rings we wish to discuss. In Section 2 we introduce 
the notion of the Buchsbaumification and discuss its relation to the material 
in Section 1. 
In Section 3 we recall the notion of seminormality. In Section 4 we 
introduce the notation and the basic facts we shall use to discuss the coor- 
dinate rings of lines in P”. Here we introduce the graph associated to a 
union of lines in P”. We make the first connections in these sections between 
seminormality, the Buchsbaum property, and the C-M property for unions 
of lines in P”. 
In Section 5 we analyse the case in which the lines in P” are linearly 
independent at each intersection point of Y. When 9 is connected, we show 
that the seminormalization and the Cohen-Macaulification of A agree. Using 
work on seminormality, we then give some examples of C-M configurations 
and some examples of non-C-M configurations. 
We discuss the case in which 4p is disconnected in Sections 5-7. In this 
case, A cannot be C-M. In Section 6 we give the promised criterion for A to 
be Buchsbaum in terms of the connected components of 9. In Section 7 we 
give a formula for the Buchsbaum type of A in terms of the Buchsbaum 
types of the connected components of 9. 
In Section 8, we return to the case in which Y is connected, dropping the 
assumption of linear independence at the vertices. We identify the 
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Cohen-Macaulification by using a modification of the approach in Section 5. 
The trick is to preserve the structure at each vertex of ge. 
Knowing the Cohen-Macaulification of A gives a simple criterion for 
determining whether A is Buchsbaum. We apply this criterion in Section 9 to 
show that an “n x 1” configuration of lines in [P3 is Buchsbaum if and only 
if n < 3 (and C-M iff n < 2). In Section 10, we apply this criterion to show 
that an “m X n” configuration of lines on a quadric surface in Ip3 is 
Buchsbaum if and only if (m-n(<2 (and C-Miff Im-nj< 1). 
In Section 11 we collect some remarks relating this work to other work in 
this general area and raise some questions about the material we have 
discussed. 
1. COHEN-MACAULIFICATION 
In this section (A, m) will be a 2-dimensional reduced local ring whose 
integral closure is a finite A-module, and Q(A) will denote the total ring of 
fractions of A. We will show that there is a unique smallest 
Cohen-Macaulay ring containing A which is contained in Q(A). This ring, 
which is C= lJ,“=, m-“, is called the Cohen-Macaulification of A. 
The t.otion of Cohen-Macaulification seems to have first arisen in 
Zariski’s and Nagata’s work on Hilbert’s 14th Problem (see [ 15,241). 
(Eisenbud informed us, though, that first glimmerings of the idea are present 
in Macaulay’s work.) A discussion may be found in EGA IV (5.10) [9] and 
in [6]. There is also a substantial recent literature on this notion (see, e.g., 
15, 12, 1321). 
When (A, m) is 2-dimensional, however, the rather substantial theory we 
have referred to may be greatly simplified. Consequently, in this section, we 
shall give elementary proofs of the facts we shall need. 
LEMMA 1.1. A 2-dimensional integrally closed reduced noetherian ring is 
C-M. 
Proof: Such a ring is a finite product of 2-dimensional integrally closed 
domains, and these are C-M. (See [ 14, (25.13)]). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A be a 2-dimensional reduced noetherian ring and 
let WL be a height 2 maximal ideal of A. The ring 
is contained in every C-M ring R which contains A and is integral over A. 
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Prooj It is easy to see that C is a ring. If R is an integral extension of A 
then ,m”R has height 2 in R for every n. When R is C-M the grade of m”R 
is 2, and so (m”R)-’ = R. On the other hand, m-” c (m”R)-‘, since for 
j-E @Kn c Q(A) c Q(R), the relation fmnA GA implies that fm”R G R. 
Thus R contains m-” and hence C. 
Remark. If (A, m) is a local domain then C is the ring 
A(‘) = 0 Ah = T(Spec(A) - {m}, 2). 
/I’~ =I 
It is easy to see that CL A”‘. Conversely, suppose f~ A”‘. Then 
Z= {x E A vjc E A} is an ideal of A, and is not contained in any height 1 
prime of A. Consequently, Z is primary for m, i.e., some m” c I. This implies 
that JE m-n c C and shows that A(‘) E C. (See also [2, (2.1 l)] and [9 
(5.10) 17(ii)]). 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (A, WJ ) be a 2-dimensional reduced local 
noetherian ring. Then C = U m-” is a semi-local noetherian ring and is 
contained in the integral closure 2 of A. Zf 2 is a finite A-module then 
c= &-n for n % 0. 
Prooj By (l.l), d is C-M; by (1.2) it contains C. As x is semilocal, 
[ 14, (33.12)] so is C. The ring C is noetherian by [6, (1.4)]. Finally, if 2 is a 
finite A-module, the chain HZ-’ G mm2 G . . . of submodules must stabilize 
for n 4 0; i.e., C = *tin-n for n 9 0. 
Remark. The minimal integer i for which ki = C is equal to the 
minimal integer 2 for which ~tij is contained in the conductor from C to A. 
This is the case since C = wiPi holds if and only if Cm’ E A. In general, 
however, we cannot say which ideal of A between >,zi and 4tii-l is the 
conductor without explicit computations. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring in which no minimal 
prime is maximal. Zf Z is an ideal of R with I- ’ = R then grade I >, 2. 
ProoJ: First suppose Z c Z(R). Then I c+, where / is an associated 
prime of (0) in R. Since # = arm(x) for some x E R we have x+ = 0 and so 
x1=0. Let m be a maximal ideal of R which contains p and let y E m, 
y GJ Z(R). Consider the local ring R, and note that x # 0 in R, since 
h = arm(x) c m. Also (-)p=, (y”R, ) = 0. Thus there is an integer n such 
that x& (ynR,). So x & y*R. Consequently, x/y” &R and (x/y”)Z= 0. 
Thus if grade (I) = 0 we have Z- “;2 R. 
If grade Z = 1, let x E Z not be a zero-divisor. Then Z is contained in an 
associated prime # of (x) in R. Since p = (x) : y for some y E R with 
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y & (x), we have y;r; c (x) and so yl~ (x). Thus (y/x)1 c R. Since y/x G R 
we have II’? R. 
THEOREM 1.5. [9, (5.10.17i)J Let A be a 2-dimensional reduced local 
ring whose integral closure is a finite A-module. Then C = IJ m-” is a 2- 
dimensional semilocal Cohen-Macaulay ring, finite over A. Moreover, C is 
contained in every other C-M ring which contains A and is integral over A. 
Because of this universal property, we call C the Cohen-Macaulification 
of-A. 
Proof From (1.2) and (1.3), we see that it will suffice to show that C is 
C-M. As C is finite over A it will suffice to show that the ideal I = nzC has 
grade 2. In view of (1.4), it suffices to show that I-’ = C. If fE I-’ then 
fmCc c= &?-n for n % 0. This implies thatfE m-(“+ ‘) = C. Thus I-’ = C 
and C is C-M. 
Remark 1.6. An example of a 2-dimensional local domain A for which 
C is not a finite A-module is given in [6, (3.3)]. By either [6, (l.l)] or [ 9, 
(5.11.1 l)] C is finite over A if and only if the *n-adic completion a has no 
embedded prime ideals. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let A be a 2-dimensional reduced (non-local) ring 
whose integral closure is a finite A-module. Suppose that the localization of 
A at any maximal ideal, except possibly M, is C-M. Then C = (J M-” is a 
C-M ring, finite over A, and C = M-” for n 9 0. Moreover, every C-M ring 
containing A and finite over A also contains C. 
Proof The proofs of (1.3) and (1.5) go through mutatis mutandis: 
If P is a maximal ideal of C not containing MC then C, = A,,, , since 
every element f of M-” has the form xf/x for some x E M”\P. Also, if 
S = A-M, then S-‘(M-“) = (S’M))” as submodules of Q(A), since S-IA 
is a flat A-module and 
Q(A) -T)jxtM”!. 
Thus S-‘C= u (S’M))” is the Cohen-Macaulification of A, and so C 
is C-M, since it is C-M at every maximal ideal. 
Now let R ZI A be a C-M ring which is finite over A. Now A 5 C E 
Q(A) 5 Q(R) and A c R c Q(R) and the inclusion C+ Q(R) induces a 
homomorphism of A-modules, C--t Q(R)/R. We shall have C G R if we can 
show this map C -+ Q(R)/R is the zero map. To do that it will suffice to 
show S-‘C c S-‘R for S = A\+, where j is maximal in A. 
If j # M then S’C = S-‘A c S’R and so this case is O.K. If p = M 
then S’C is the Cohen-Macaulification of S-‘A and S’R is finite over 
S-IA, hence by (1.2), S-‘R 2 S’C. 
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Remark 1.8. In example (3.4) we shall see that the 
Cohen-Macaulification, C, of a local ring A need not be local, even if A is 
connected in codimension 2. On the other hand we shall see in Section 5 that 
when A is the homogeneous coordinate ring of a union of lines and is 
connected in codimension 2 then the Cohen-Macaulifications of the local 
rings of A are all local. 
Remark 1.9. If S is a reduced 2-dimensional graded ring with unique 
homogeneous maximal ideal M and if there are elements X0,..., X, of 
degree 1 in S such that dm = M, then S is C-M at every prime 
p #M. Consequently, if the integral closure of S is a finite S-module, (1.7) 
applies to such an S. 
2. BUCHSBAUMIFICATION 
In this section we establish the basic criterion for determining whether or 
not a 2-dimensional reduced local ring (A, ,a) is a Buchsbaum ring 
(Theorem 2.3). Assuming that the integral closure is a finite A-module, we 
show that there is a unique smallest Buchsbaum ring B containing A and 
finite over A. We will refer to B as the BuchsbaumiJication of A. This ring is 
B = A + mC, where C is the Cohen-Macaulilication of A. 
We first recall the definition of a Buchsbaum ring. A ring is Buchsbaum if 
its localizations are Buchsbaum. A d-dimensional noetherian local ring 
(A, m ) is Buchsbaum if the difference, IA(A/a) - e( a, A), of the length of 
A/g and the multiplicity of 9 is a constant. That is, the difference is 
independent of the choice of the $%-primary ideal p generated by a system of 
parameters. (See, e.g., [20]). The constant Z(A/a ) - e( 9, A) will be referred 
to as the Buchsbaum type of A. It is well known that C-M rings are 
Buchsbaum of type 0. Buchsbaum rings have recently been studied exten- 
sively. More information is available in [ 191 or [8] than the facts presented 
here. 
The following characterization of certain Buchsbaum rings will be one of 
our major tools. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [ 19, Corollary 2.41) Let (A, +Pz) be a d-dimensional 
local ring whose maximal ideal has grade r. Suppose H,f, (A) = 0 for i # r, d. 
Then A is a Buchsbaum ring ij’ and only ifmHL (A) = 0. 
Here HA (A)= ‘2” Ext:(Alm”, A) is the local cohomology of the 
ring A (see, e.g., [ 10 1). Clearly, the major difficulty one usually encounters in 
attempting to apply this cohomological criterion is finding a “good” 
description of HL (A). Fortunately, this is possible in our situation. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (A, W) be a 2-dimensional reduced local ring with 
total ring of fractions Q(A), Then, 
H:(A)=0 and 
Remark. Since A is reduced, NE has grade 1 or 2; grade(e=) = 2 if and 
only if A is C-M. When A is C-M, HL (A) = HA (A) = 0 and 4~” = A, so 
(2.2) is clear if grade eL= 2. The only case of interest is when grade PZ= 1. 
Proof: Since grade (m) # 0 we have Hom(A/jn”, A) = 0 for all n and so 
Hz (A) = 0. From the exact sequence 
we obtain the exact sequence 
O-+A-+Hom(~“,A)-+Ext’(A/~z”,A)+O. (*> 
There is a natural inclusion of I-’ in Hom(1, A) which is an isomorphism 
for 1= -II”. (This is well known if A is a domain.) To see this in the reduced 
case, choosefE Hom( m”, A) and x E mn \Z(A). The formula xf(y) =f(x) y 
yields f=f(x)/x E fiz-n. The sequence (*) above becomes 0 + A --t JK” -+ 
Ext’(A/m” , A) --+ 0, and so Ext’(A/+& ‘, A) N &“/A. The colimit over n 
yields the desired formula for HA (A). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (A, 9~) be a 2-dimensional reduced local ring and let 
c= l.J eIZn. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a Buchsbaum ring 
(b) W&GA 
(cl WZC=%+Z 
(d) ,-I== PK* 
(e) m-l= 66”,n>2 
(f) +L’=C 
(8) MC’ is a C-M ring. 
In this case, 6’ is the Cohen-Macaulification of A. 
ProoJ: If grade (4~) = 2 then A is C-M and all the statements are clear. 
So we may assume grade (9~) = 1. From (2.1) and (2.2), A is a Buchsbaum 
ring if and only if I~L(C/A) = 0. This yields the equality of (a) and (b). Since 
ht(,m)# 1, we have m-‘-z = IPE and this easily gives that (b)-(f) are 
equivalent. The rest follows from (1.5). 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let (A, WZ) be a 2-dimensional reduced local ring with 
Jinite integral closure. Let B = A + WC, C = (J HZ-“. 
Then (B, mC) is a local Buchsbaum ringjkite over A. Every Buchsbaum 
ring containing A and finite over A contains B. 
Proof. Since C is the smallest extension of A which is C-M, it is also the 
smallest extension of B which is C-M, i.e., C is the Cohen-Macaulification 
of B. Since mC G B, (2.3) gives that B is a Buchsbaum ring. Since B c C 
and C is finite over A, B is finite over A. 
Let R be any Buchsbaum ring which contains A and is finite over A. R is 
semilocal and we let J denote the Jacobson radical of R. By (2.3) (easily 
modified for semilocal rings) the Cohen-Macaulification of R is J-l. By 
(1.5) we have CcJ-‘. Thus, B = A + mCcA + ?znJ-’ c R as was to be 
shown. 
It remains only to show that B is local with maximal ideal DC. We first 
observe that &Z is an ideal of C and PZC G B so PZC is an ideal of B. Also 
B/&C N A/m, so ,zC is maximal in B. Since B is finite over A we need only 
show that JPZC is the only prime ideal of B which contains HZB. This will 
follow from the following. 
Claim. m?c=B\/mB. 
Proof: We need only show /&Cc B@. We know that C = PK”, 
Vn + 0, so let t E mC. Then t =Cx, yi. xi E UZ, yiE jn-*. Then 
t” = C(xi, . . . xi,)(yil . . . yin), which is in ,z’( Pan)’ E & HZ-” E WA. So, we 
obtain the stronger result, namely (GzC)” c mA g JZB. 
This completes the proof of the claim and hence of the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a 2-dimensional reduced (non-local) ring such 
that A, is not Cohen-Macaulay for at most one maximal ideal M of A. 
Assume also that 2 is a finite A-module. 
Then B = A + MC is the smallest Buchsbaum ring containing A andjinite 
over A, where C = IJ M-“. Furthermore MC is a maximal ideal of B and is 
the only prime ideal of B lying over M. 
Proof. By (1.7) C is the smallest C-M ring finite over A which contains 
A. One easily shows (as in (1.7)) that, if A E R and R is finite over A and a 
Buchsbaum ring, then (MR) ’ is C-M and contains C. Hence 
B=A+MCcA+M(MR)-‘cR, as was to be shown. 
The remaining statements follow immediately from (2.4). 
3. SEMINORMAL RINGS 
In this section we show that “nice” 2-dimensional seminormal rings are 
always Buchsbaum, but not necessarily C-M. This is a companion result to 
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the well-known (1.1). We then prove some simple facts about seminormal 
rings which we shall need later. 
We first recall the following characterization of seminormality given by 
Swan in (21, Theorems 2.5, 3.41: A ring A is seminormal in an overring B if 
for b E B\A, one of b2, b3 is not in A; if A is noetherian then A is 
seminormal if and only if A is reduced and seminormal in Q(A). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a 2-dimensional reduced noetherian seminormal 
ring. If A has finite normalization, then A is a Buchsbaum ring. 
ProoJ Since Afi is C-M for all fi of height one, it is enough to show that 
A,,, is Buchsbaum for 4~2 a maximal ideal of A with height @z= 2. As A, is 
also seminormal, we may assume that A is local. Choose any x E e>Z, 
yE %Ln and consider b = xy in Q(A). By (1.3) we have that y’ E $z-~, 
where N is fixed and i + 0. But then for i + N we have b’ E ,nN 99z-N c A. As 
A is seminormal this gives that b E A and so no m-” c A. Since this is true 
for any n we get that A is Buchsbaum by (2.3). 
Remark. We do not know if the hypothesis on finite normalization is 
necessary in this theorem. 
One frequently constructs seminormal rings by taking pull-backs of 
directed diagrams of rings. We would now like to be more precise about this 
notion. First note that the morphisms in a directed diagram of rings impose a 
partial ordering on the rings involved, which allow us to refer to the “initial” 
rings in the diagram. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {R,} be a partially ordered diagram of reduced 
rings and suppose R , ,..., R, are the initial rings in the diagram. 
The pull-back, A, of this diagram is seminormal in nf=, Ri, and if 
R ,,..., R, are seminormal then A is seminormal. 
ProoJ Let b = (bl,..., b,) be an element of B = ni=, R,. To say that 
b hf A is to say that for some subdiagram 
Ri 
f(bi) # g(b,). If b*, b3 E A then f(b,)’ = g(bj)* and f(bi)3 = g(b,)j in R,. 
Since R, is reduced this gives f(bi) = g(bj). This contradiction shows that A 
is seminormal in B. Finally, the last sentence follows from [21, (3.4)]. 
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It is not hard to see that A is the coordinate ring of the s obvious coor- 
dinate planes in the 2s-dimensional afine space Spec(k[x,, y, ,..., x,, y,]). By 
(3.2) A is seminormal, so by (3.1) A is Buchsbaum. It is well known (see 
(5.5) of this paper) that A is not C-M, since Spec(A) is not connected in 
codimension 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A be the pull-back of the diagram 
k[x, yl 
I f 
k- kXk R 
where f(x)=(O,O), f(y)=(O,l) and g(l)=(l,l). As above A is a 
seminormal Buchsbaum ring. Also, A is a domain and so is connected in 
codimension 2. In fact, A = k[x, xy, y* -y, y3 -y’]. However, A is not 
C-M. To see this, consider the maximal ideal RX = (x, xy, y* -y, y3 - y’) A 
of A. The element y of k[x, y] is not in A yet y wz c A. Thus, A is not C-M; 
in fact, k[x, y] is the Cohen-Macaulilication of A. Note also that tik[x, y] = 
(x, y) n (x, y - 1). This example shows that the Cohen-Macaulification of a 
local ring need not be local. 
Remark 3.5. Pull-backs of noetherian rings are not, in general, 
noetherian. However, this will be the case for the pullbacks considered in this 
paper. (See [4], Corollary 15.1 
4. PLANES THROUGH THE ORIGIN 
In this section we set up some machinery for later sections. We first show 
that we can work in certain graded rings, rather than local rings. Then, we 
introduce the graph associated to a union of planes through the origin. Using 
this graph we construct the seminormalization S of A, where A is the coor- 
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dinate ring of the original union of planes. This will allow us, in Section 5, to 
compare the seminormalization and Cohen-Macaulification of A. 
We begin by establishing some notation: Let R = k[xo,..., xn] so that 
A”+ l(k) = Spec(R) and iP”(k)= Proj(R). We consider distinct planes 
V 1 ,***, V, through the origin in A”+ ‘(k) and let L , ,..., L, denote the 
corresponding lines in pn(k). By the phrase “Vi is a plane” we mean that the 
ideal hi defining Vi is a homogeneous prime ideal of R generated by (n - 1) 
linearly independent linear forms. Thus, ;I~ has height = n - 1, and 
A = R/nji is the homogeneous coordinate ring both of u Vi and of ULi. 
Note. If we let {/z~,..., +,} be as above, then either ~ i ++j (i #j) is a 
prime ideal of height II in R generated by n linearly independent linear forms 
or else ji + +i is the homogeneous maximal ideal A4 = (x0,..., x,) R. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let L , ,..., L, be lines in IP”(k) which all contain a 
common point P. If A is the homogeneous coordinate ring of Us=, Li, then A 
is a C-M ring. 
ProoJ: With no loss in generality we can assume the point is 
P= [l:O .** 01. If fi i ++ Li, there is no loss of generality in assuming 
X, @G Ui=, ji and that /iC (x0, x2 ,..., xJ. Then, the coordinate ring of the 
lines is 
~IX,,X,,...,X”l 
p,n . . . ribs [x11, 
which is a polynomial ring over a C-M ring and hence is C-M. 
LEMMA 4.2. If / #MA is a prime ideal of A, then At is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
ProoJ: If # has height = 1 then A+ is C-M, since it is l-dimensional and 
A is reduced. 
If/ contains a unique jiA then A, is regular, since it is a localization of 
the regular ring R/j,. Finally we consider a maximal ideal / # MA which 
contains at least two of the fi,A. By making a linear change of variables in R 
we may assume /J contains (x, ,..., x,) but not x,. We may choose f~ k[x,) 
so that # = (f; x, ,..., x,) A. Since @ #MA, f (0) # 0 and so f is not a zero- 
divisor in A. Thus A/‘A N (k[~,]/‘)[x, ,..., x,]/ n Ti is a l-dimensional 
reduced ring. Hence #;A# contains a regular sequence of length 2, and so At 
is C-M. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be the coordinate ring of s planes through the 
origin, as above, and let M be the homogeneous maximal ideal of A. Then, 
(i) Each A-module M-” is graded 
(ii) A is C-M ifand only ifA =M-’ 
X31/92/2-10 
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(iii) A is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if M-’ = Me2 if and only if 
M-’ is C-M. 
Proof: By combining ($2) with (1.7) and (2.5) we obtain (ii) and (iii). 
Now the integral closure A of A is graded, smce x is the product of R/j; 
(see [23, p. 1571). By (1.2) C is a subring of A and so M-” is the graded A- 
submodule of z consisting of those elements multiplied into A by the graded 
ideal M”. 
We now associate to A a directed diagram of quotient rings of A. Let 
q1 ,..., qt denote the height n primes of R of the form ji + jj. The set {pi} U 
{qi} U {M} of prime ideals of R is partially ordered by inclusion, and the 
corresponding diagram of rings {R/ji} U {R/q,} U {R/M} is partially 
ordered in the same way. We refer to this diagram of rings as the graph 
associated to A (or to the primes pi, or to the planes Vi, or to the lines Li). 
The vertices in the initial layer of the graph correspond to the planes Vi 
(or equivalently, to the lines Li). The vertices in the middle layer correspond 
to the lines Vi n Vj in A”” (k) (or, equivalently, to the points Li fl Lj of 
F)“(k)). The final layer has only one vertex, R/M, which corresponds to the 
singular point at the origin of A”+‘(k). 
We shall say that the graph above is connected in codimension 2 if the 
graph remains connected after removal of the terminal vertex R/M (and also 
of all edges to it). The following are equivalent: 
(i) the graph of A is connected in codimension 2 
(ii) A is connected in codimension 2 
(iii) (J Li is connected in P”. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider j, = (x,, x,), h2 = (x,, x2>, j3 = (x2, x3) in 
R = k[x,, x1, x2, x3]. For q1 = (x,, x,, x,) and q2 = (x1,x2,x,), we have 
Rl,h RIM 
\ / 
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In this example, A is the coordinate ring of three lines L, , L,, L, , in Ip 3, 
where L, and L, are skew and L, meets L, and L, . This graph is connected 
in codimension 2. We shall see in Example (5.1) that the ring A = R/fi, n 
j2(7j3 is C-M. 
THEOREM 4.5. The pull-back ring, S, of the graph associated to A is the 
seminormalization of A. Moreover, S is graded and noetherian. 
ProoJ S is seminormal by (3.2) and the seminormalization of A must 
contain S by [ 161. The ring S is noetherian by Remark (3.5), and is graded 
since it is the inverse limit of a directed system of graded k-algebras and 
graded homomorphisms. 
Remark 4.6. The ring S is a natural extension of the ring A of 
“polynomial” functions on Vi in the sense that S is the ring of “Piecewise 
polynomial” functions on Vi. In particular, Spec(S) is topologically 
homeomorphic to Spec(A) and Proj(S) is topologically homeomorphic to 
Proj A. It might be useful to note that as a graded ring S is not, in general, 
generated by forms of degree 1. (See, e.g., Proposition (lO.l).) However, the 
unique homogeneous maximal ideal of S is the radical of an ideal generated 
by forms of degree 1. (See Remark (l-9).) 
Remark 4.7. The graph associated to A is the same as the graph 
associated to S. Specifically, the minimal primes of S are Ii = 
ker(S -tf R/ji), i = l,..., s. Also, S/Zi = R/fii and SfZ, + Zj N R/bi + bj. This 
is easy to see from the fact that the surjections A + A/b,A and 
A --t A/(/Q +# j) A factor through the inclusions A 4 S 4 ZIR/f i. 
5. SEMINORMAL CONFIGURATIONS 
In this section we consider unions of lines in Ip” which are linearly 
independent at each intersection point. This condition ensures that the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of these lines is locally seminormal, except 
possibly at the homogeneous maximal ideal. We then show that the seminor- 
malization, S, of A 
(4 is the Cohen-Macaulification of A when the union of lines in p” is 
connected. 
@I contains the Buchsbaumification of A, is Buchsbaum, and is 
strictly contained in the Cohen-Macaulification of A when the union of lines 
in Ip” is not connected. (We shall identify the Buchsbaumification more 
precisely in $6). 
In particular, a seminormal coordinate ring for a union of lines in Ip” is 
always Buchsbaum, and is C-M precisely when the lines are connected. 
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Before proving the statements above we would like to illustrate how one 
can use these results. These interesting examples are drawn from [4]. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the quadric surface x0xX -x1x3 in P3. Choose 
m lines from one ruling and n lines from the other ruling on this surface. If 
m, n # 0 then this configuration of lines is always connected. Dayton and 
Roberts showed in [3, Example ‘71 that the coordinate ring of such a 
configuration is seminormal precisely when 1 m - n ( < 1. From (5.6) we will 
obtain that, in this case, the coordinate ring is C-M. For example, the ring A 
of Example (4.4) is C-M since m = 2 and n = 1. 
For any m, n, the coordinate ring is always seminormal in codimension 1 
by (5.3). It will follow from (5.9) and the Dayton-Roberts result that, if 
(n - m I> 2, the coordinate ring is never C-M. (We shall show in Section 10 
below that the coordinate ring is Buchsbaum if (n - mJ = 2, and never 
Buchsbaum if 1 n - m I> 3). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. In [3, Example 161 an example of a connected union of 
10 lines in P3 was given, whose coordinate ring is seminormal. From (5.6) 
we obtain that this coordinate ring is C-M. The configuration Dayton and 
Roberts describe is a “double 5” which is not on any cubic surface. (See 
Fig. 1.) This configuration is most intriguing since, if one removes any line 
from it, the resulting configuration (though still connected) no longer has a 
C-M coordinate ring. 
On the other hand, the coordinate ring of a “double 5” configuration 
which does lie on a cubic surface is not C-M. This again follows from (5.6) 
and [3, Example 141. 
These two “double 5’s” point out that the graph is not always sufficient o 
determine whether or not the coordinate ring is C-M. The least degree of a 
non-singular surface which contains the configuration seems to play a subtle 
role (Fig. 1). 
We now proceed to prove the statements we made at the beginning of this 
section. 
FIG. 1. The double 5. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Let 9 be a union of lines in ip” for which the lines 
through each vertex have linearly independent directions. Let A be the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of these lines and let fi be prime in A. 
If + is not the homogeneous maximal ideal of A then A,+, is seminormal. 
Proof. If necessary, perform a change of variables so that x,, @G h. Then 
A# is a localization of A[x;‘] = A,,[+,, xc’], where A, is a quotient of 
k[x1/xo,..., x,/x,]. A,, is the coordinate ring of an affine open subset of the 
projective variety 9. By [ 181, the tangent directions through each vertex are 
linearly independent if and only if A, is seminormal. This being the case, 
A,[x,] and its localization Ah are also seminormal. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Zf A is as in (5.3) then 
AsBcS&C. 
Here B is the Buchsbaumtjication of A, S is the seminormalization of A and 
C is the Cohen-Macaul$cation of A. 
Proof. Let I denote the conductor from S to A. All of the minimal 
associated primes of Z fail to be seminormal. To see this let / be such a 
prime and note that A+ # S, + and that S,., is the seminormalization of A+ 
[22, (1.1) and (2.2)]. H ence Z is primary for M, the homogeneous maximal 
ideal of A. Thus M”GI, so that M”S~ZSSA and so SEM-“EC for 
n 9 0. By (3.1) we know that S is Buchsbaum, so we must have B c S. 
Here is the reason for the connectedness hypotheses that has appeared 
from time to time: 
THEOREM 5.5. [ 1 I]). Let G be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a 
union of irreducible curves in Ip”. If G is C-M then the union of curves is 
connected. 
This applies, in particular, to A and, via Remark 4.6, to S. If the graph 
associated to A is not connected in codimension 2 then neither A nor S is 
C-M (although S is Buchsbaum by (3.1)). 
Example 5.2 above, and other examples that we shall see later in 
Sections 9 and 10, show that the converse of this theorem is not true: A can 
fail to be C-M (or even Buchsbaum) and yet have a graph which is 
connected in codimension 2. 
However, we do have a partial converse to Hartshorne’s theorem. For this 
theorem we make no assumption about linear independence of lines through 
a vertex. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let 40 be any connected union of lines in Ip”, and let S be 
the pull-back of the associated graph. Then S is Cohen-Macaulay. 
In particular, if A is seminormal, then A is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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EXAMPLE 5.7. The ring A = k[x, y, z]/xy(x - y) shows that A can be 
C-M without being seminormal. In this case S is the coordinate ring of three 
coordinate axes in P3 while A is the coordinate ring of three coincident lines 
in P *. Both A and S are C-M. The reason that A # S is that A,+ fails to be 
seminormal for the height one prime / = (x, y). We shall return to this 
discussion in Section 8. 
Remark 5.8. If the graph associated to A is connected in codimension 2 
then S is also the pull-back of the “deleted” graph, i.e., of the graph obtained 
by removing the top vertex R/M. This is an easy exercise in diagram 
chasing. Thus, to check that an element (b, ,..., b,) of Z7(R/ji) lies in S, it is 
enough to check the consistency of (b, ,..., b,) at the “R/q-level.” 
Proof of 5.6. In view of Remarks (4.6) and (1.9) it will be enough to 
show that the unique homogeneous maximal ideal of S contains a regular 
sequence of length two. The most straightforward proof seems to be a direct 
construction of a regular sequence (J, g) in the homogeneous maximal ideal 
of S. Choose a linear form fE R not in any qj and let f= (f, ,...,f,) denote 
the image of f in S. For each i choose g, E R/fii to be an element of 
nj {qj/ji) not in any associated prime off (R/ji). This is possible because 
R/ji is a UFD and the qj/jj are height one primes not containingf: Because 
every gi vanishes in every q,i, the element g = (g, ,..., g,) of n(R/~i) actually 
lives in S. By construction, (f, g) is a regular sequence in ZZ(R/+ i). 
Thus, if gh Ef5’ we have h = rf for some r = (r,,..., r,) E ZT(R/bi). In 
order to show that (f, g) form a regular sequence in S it is enough to show 
that if h E S then r E S. By (5.8) it is enough to check that ri and rj agree 
modulo q =bi +fij whenever q # M. But, since h = (h, ,..., h,) is in S, we 
have that hi and hj agree modulo q. If we compute in the domain R/q, we 
obtain that 
qf= Ki = lj = fJ 
As f+ 0 in R/q we obtain Fi = Fj, which finishes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let F be a union of lines in ip” which are linearly 
independent at each vertex and let A be the coordinate ring of this 
configuration. Then 
(a) if Y is connected, the seminormalization and Cohen- 
MacauliJication of A coincide. In particular, A is seminormal if and only if A 
is C-M; 
(b) if 9 is not connected then the seminormalization S of A is a 
Buchsbaum ring which is strictly contained in the Cohen-MacauliJication of 
A. Neither A nor S is C-M. 
ProoJ This is immediate from (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and (4.7). 
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6. THE DISCONNECTED CASE 
The purpose of this section is to reduce the analysis of a disconnected 
union of lines in P” to the analysis of its connected pieces. Our main result 
is this: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a discon- 
nected union Y of lines in P”. Let A 1 ,..., A, be the homogeneous coordinate 
rings of the connected components P,,..., Yc of Y. Then A is a Buchsbaum 
ring if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Each Ai is a Buchsbaum ring 
(b) The embedding dimension of A is the sum of the embedding 
dimensions of the A,. (We shall give a formula for the Buchsbaum t}‘pe of A 
in Section 7.) 
Remark6.2. Before we prove the theorem we wish to remark on the 
geometric meaning of condition (b). A union of lines in P” has embedding 
dimension r + 1 if there is a linear subspace P’ of P” which contains the 
lines, and no linear subspace of P’ also contains the lines. The translation of 
this geometric condition to the algebraic notion of the embedding dimension 
can be easily seen by making an appropriate linear change of variables in 
k[x %I. 0 ,-**> 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Since the embedding dimension of Ai (or of g) is at least 
two, a union of c > (n + 1)/2 skew lines in P” can never have a Buchsbaum 
coordinate ring. For example, the coordinate ring R/I, I = (x0, xl) n 
(x2, x3) n (x0 + x2, x1 + x3), of three skew lines in P3 is not Buchsbaum. 
One can compute that the Cohen-Macaulification of this ring is Me2. It 
follows from (6.1) that the set of 2 skew lines is the only disconnected 
configuration of lines in P3 with a Buchsbaum coordinate ring. 
In order to prove Theorem 6.1 we begin by establishing some notation. 
First we assume that the configuration of lines has c connected components. 
Let Jj denote the intersection of the primes bi corresponding to the lines of 
the jth component. The homogeneous coordinate ring of the jth component 
is R/J,=Ai. Now nJi= nji and Acne=, R/J,cny=, R/#i. 
LEMMA 6.4. The Cohen-Macaulification C of A is the product of the 
Cohen-Macaul$cations Ci of the Ai. 
ProoJ: By (1.7) C c n Ci and we need only show that n A i G C to 
have that C = JJ Ci. 
To obtain this inclusion it will be enough to prove that the conductor from 
n Ai to A is primary for the maximal ideal M of A, since then 
M”(nAi)cA for some n, and so flAicM-“cC. 
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Now it is well known (see, e.g., [3]) that this conductor is 
nj (Jj + 0 j+i JJ. It suffices to show that Jj + n jti Ji is M-primary for each 
j. But this last fact is clear from the definition of the J’s: the ideals Jj and 
nizj Ji correspond to disjoint projective varieties q and ni+i q’, so the sum 
of these ideals must be M-primary. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let B 1 ,..., B, be Buchsbaum local rings of dimension 2 
and assume that their residue class fields k, ,..., k, each contain the field k. 
The pull-back, B, of the following diagram 
B--+nBi 
i i k - r1 ki 
is a Buchsbaum local ring. 
Proof. Let C be the Cohen-Macaulitication of B. The conductor from 
n Bi to B is n mmgi = m,. Hence fl Bi c WZ;’ c C. As in (6.4), C is the 
product n Ci of the Cohen-Macaulitications of the Bi. Since the height of 
mi is not one, paBiCi= etsi for each i. Thus, mBC= (nmBi>(n Ci) = 
n (~~~~iCi) = n “LBi= “zg. By (2.3c), B is a Buchsbaum ring. 
COROLLARY 6.6. Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a discon- 
nected union izp of lines in ip”. Let A , ,..., A, denote the coordinate rings of 
the components of 9. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is Buchsbaum 
(b) Each Ai is Buchsbaum, and the conductor from n A i to A is MA 
(c) Each Ai is Buchsbaum, and the following diagram is a pull-back: 
Proof The equivalence of (b) and (c) is an easy exercise. By the obvious 
graded version of (6.5) we have that (c) implies (a). 
Now assume (a) holds, i.e., that A is Buchsbaum. By (2.5), MCc A, 
where C is the Cohen-Macaulification of A. By (6.4), C = JJ Ci, and so 
n Ai 5 C. Hence M(n Ai)cA, i.e., the conductor of n Ai to A is MA. 
From (2.3~) we see that MAi G MA for each i, and so MA = n (MAi). We 
then have (MAi) Ci = (MCi)Ai c (MC) Ai c AA, = Ai for each i. By (2.5) 
the Ai are each Buchsbaum rings. This shows that (a) implies (b). 
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Proof of (6.1). In view of (6.6) we need only show that the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) The conductor from n A i to A is MA = n MA i 
(ii) emb dim(A) = C emb dim (Ai). 
If MA = n MAi then M2A = n M*A, and so M/&f* = jJ (MAi)/(MAi)‘. 
Thus (i) implies (ii). 
Now A + n Ai is a graded homomorphism, so M, , the degree 1 part of 
MA, is a vector subspace of n (MAi)l, the degree 1 part of n (MAi). Since 
MA and MAi are generated by their degree 1 parts, we always have 
emb dim A = dim, M, < C dim,(MA i)l. Equality holds if and only if M, = 
n (MAi)l, i.e., if and only if MA = n MAi. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a discon- 
nected union ip of lines in F’“, and let A , ,..., A, denote the coordinate rings 
of the components of 9. Let Bi denote the Buchsbaumijication of Ai for 
i = l,..., c. Then the BuchsbaumiJication B of A is the pull-back in the 
following diagram: 
B--+nBi 
Proof: By (6.5) the ring B is a Buchsbaum ring with maximal ideal 
n MBi. By standard pull-back arguments, B = A + M,. By (4.2) and (2.5), 
MBi = MAiC, = MA Ci where Ci is the Cohen-Macaulitication of B,. By (6.3) 
C = n Ci. These facts combine to yield 
Thus B = A + MA C, which implies (by (2.5)) that B is the 
Buchsbaumification of A. 
7. THE BUCHSBAUM TYPE OF A DISCONNECTED UNION OF LINES 
In the last section we saw precisely when the disconnected union of lines 
in P” has a Buchsbaum coordinate ring. In this section we compute the 
Buchsbaum type of this ring. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a discon- 
nected union, 9 of lines in Ip”, and let A 1 ,..., A, be the coordinate rings of 
the connected components of 9. 
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If A is a Buchsbaum ring then each Ai is a Buchsbaum ring and the 
Buchsbaum type of A, denoted Bbm(A), is given by: 
Bbm(A) = (c - 1) + 5 Bbm(A,). 
i= I 
EXAMPLES 7.2. (a) From (6.2) we see that the union of c skew lines in 
P “-I is Buchsbaum if and only if the embedding dimension of this 
configuration is 2c. By (7.1) the coordinate ring of such a configuration has 
Buchsbaum type c - 1. 
(b) IniP41et~==,VLzUL3,whereL, andL,meetandL,isskewto 
L, and L, . 9 has two connected components whose embedding dimensions 
are 3 and 2, respectively. Each component has a C-M coordinate ring. 
Applying (7.1) we obtain that the coordinate ring of this configuration is 
(a) a Buchsbaum ring of type 1 if L, does not meet the plane spanned 
by L, and L, 
(b) is not Buchsbaum otherwise. 
Proof of (7.1). The fact that if A is a Buchsbaum ring then each Ai is a 
Buchsbaum ring is contained in (6.1). In order to calculate the Buchsbaum 
type of A we must first select a system of parameters for the homogeneous 
maximal ideal of A. To this end, we first select a system of parameters xi, yi 
of degree one in A i. Then x = (xl ,..., xc), y = (y, ,..., y,) lie in A by (6.6b) 
and clearly form a system of parameters. Write q = (x, y) A and 
qi= (Xi>Yi)Ai* 
LEMMA 7.3. length (A/q) = (c - 1) + 2 length (Ai/qi). 
ProoJ We decompose the ideals q and qi into k-vector spaces as follows: 
qi=(Xi,Yi)AiOM,(Xi,Yi) 
q= (x,Y)AO flMi(Xi,~i)* 
This yields 
Thus 
length(Ai/qi) = 1 + (emb dim(AJ - 2) + dim(i#/M,q,) 
length(A/q) = 1 + (emb dim(A) - 2) + x dim(M:/Miq,). 
length(A/q) - 1 length(A;/qi) 
= (emb dim(A) - 1) -x x emb dim(Ai) - 1 
By (6.1) we find this expression equals (c - I), completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 7.4. length (q”/q”+l) = (c - 1) + C length (ql/ql”). 
Proof. Let 111, denote the vth graded piece of a homogeneous ideal I. 
Then 
q” = (xv@x”-‘yk@ .*. @y”k)@ p4q”],+, @M2q”. 
We thus obtain 
and 
length(q”/q”+‘) = dim,(q”],, + dim,[Mq”],+, 
- dim,[q”+’ In+, + dim,(M2q”/M2q”+‘) 
so 
length(ql/qr+‘) = dim,[q;], + dim,]M,q~],+, 
-dhMt’J,+, $ dim,(M: qr/Mf qr’ ‘). 
length(q”/q”+ ‘) - 2: length(qy/qy ’ ‘) 
- dimk[q”+‘],+, - x dimk[ql+‘],,+, 
= (n + l)(l - c) - (n + 2)(1 -c) = c - 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma (7.4). 
For n 9 0, length(q”/q”’ ‘) is a linear function of n, having leading coef- 
ficient e(q, A). Similarly, length (ql/qr’ ‘) is a linear polynomial function of 
n with leading coefficient e(q,, Aj). From (7.4) we obtain e(q, A) = 
C e(q,, A J. From (7.3) we deduce that 
Bbm(A) = length(A/q) - e(q, A) 
= (c- l)+xlength(Ai/qi) -xee(q,,Ai) 
[ I 
=(c- l)+xBbm(AJ. 
8. COHEN-MACAULIFICATION OF UNIONS OF LINES 
In Section 5 we identified the Cohen-Macaulitkation of a union Y of 
lines in P” under the restrictions that (a) 9 was connected, and (b) at each 
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vertex of izp the lines of 9 through the vertex were in linearly independent 
directions. In this section we identify the Cohen-Macaulification without 
these restrictions. The trick is to accept the situation at the height one primes 
(which are always C-M even if not necessarily seminormal). We implement 
the trick by adding an extra layer to the graph associated to 9’ (introduced 
in Section 4) and by deleting the terminal vertex to decompose the graph into 
its connected pieces. 
CONSTRUCTION (8.1). Let 9 = L, U . .. U L, be a configuration of lines 
in P” with corresponding primes p 1 ,..., /z~ in R = k[xo,..., xn]. We adopt the 
notation of Section 4 so that in particular q,,..., qr are the primes of R 
corresponding to the “vertices” of $a. In order to avoid ambiguous usage of 
the word “vertex,” we shall refer to those points of P” of the form Li C? Lj as 
the cluster points of the configuration. Thus each cluster point Qj 
corresponds both to a prime qj of R and to a radical ideal 
Jj= n i/ii/i c qjl 
of height n - 1 of R. The union of the subset of lines in P through the 
cluster point Qj has homogeneous coordinate ring RfJj, a C-M ring. Note 
that there is a I-1 correspondence between the ideals qj and the ideals Jj. 
The partially ordered set (Jj} U {pi} U {qj} of ideals of R gives rise to a 
directed diagram r of rings (R/Jj} U (R/ji} U (R/qj} and we let C denote 
the pull-back of this diagram. Our aim in this section is to show that C is the 
Cohen-Macaulitication of A, even if 9 is not connected. 
Remark 8.2. If Y has connected components Pi ,..., <., then r 
decomposes as a disjoint union of diagrams rl ,..., r,. As C is the product of 
the pull-backs of the ri, and each Ti is the diagram constructed by (8.1) for 
the component T, it is enough to consider the case in which 9 is connected. 
This is because the Cohen-Macaulification of A is the product of the 
Cohen-Macaulifications of the Ai by (6.3). In the connected case, we could 
augment r by adding a terminal vertex R/M without affecting the pull-back 
ring, as noted in Remark (5.8). 




A --R/j;z - Rlq 
The pull-back ring is clearly A. 
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(b) For the configuration of Example (4.4) the diagram is 
The rings R/J,, R/J, are the pull-backs of the relevant portions of the 
diagram, so the pull-back ring C could also be obtained by deleting the R/J’s 
from the diagram, and then taking the pull-back. The pull-back of the deleted 
diagram is A by (5.1) and (5.9), so once again A = C. 
LEMMA 8.4. If 9 is connected, C is a subring of the seminormalization 
S ofA. 
Proof: By deleting the R/J’s, we obtain a diagram whose pull-back ring 
is S by (4.5) and (5.8). This gives a map C-, S. If we think of C as a 
subring of lJ (R/Jj) and S as a subring of n (R/fii), then an element 
CC I ,..., ct) of C maps to zero only if for each j the element cj is in the kernel 
of R/Jj+n (R/ji). But R/J, is a subring of JJ (R//ilJjc/i}, SO Cj=O. 
This shows that C c S. 
LEMMA 8.5. C is a graded ring. If P is a prime ideal of C other than the 
graded maximal ideal, then ApnA E C,. 
Proo$ C is graded as it is the pull-back of a system of graded ring 
homomorphisms. Using (8.4), we think of C as a subring of n (R/ji) and 
write its elements as c = (c I ,..., cs). The graded maximal ideal Mc is the set 
of all elements of C mapping to 0 in R/M. 
If P does not contain any prime qj, then C, E S, 1 A,,, since A, nA is 
seminormal (in fact, regular). If P # M, contains any qj, it contains exactly 
one qj. In this case we consider the diagram I’, obtained from r by 
localizing at the multiplicative set A - (P n A). We claim that C, is the pull 
back of r,. This is because localization, being a directed colimit, commutes 
with frnite limits, i.e., with pull backs [13, p. 2111. 
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Now the composition Apna + C, -+ (R/Jj)P r,A is an isomorphism by the 
definition of Jj, since P nA meets every prime piA not contained in q,A. 
Thus the map ApnA + C, of local rings is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 8.6. The pull back ring C constructed in (8.1) is C-M. 
Proof: By (8.5) and (1.5) it is enough to see that M;’ = C. By (8.4) and 
(5.6) we have M;’ c n;=, R/hi. Let b = (b, ,..., b,) be an element of M; ’ 
not in C. Then we can reindex so that J, = jr n ... n k and (b, ,..., bk) is an 
element of nr= I R/hi not in the subring R/J, . For a = (a, ,..., a,) in M, we 
have ab E C, so in particular (a, 6, ,..., a,b,) E R/J,. This shows that 
(b I ,..., bk) lies in (MR/JI)-‘, and not in R/J,. This contradicts the fact that 
R/J, is C-M, proving that C = M, *, and that C is C - M. 
COROLLARY 8.7. The pull-back ring C constructed in (8.1) is the Cohen- 
Macaulification of A. 
Proof. By (8.5), the conductor from C to A is primary for the maximal 
ideal MA. Hence C is the Cohen-Macaulilication of A by (1.7). 
COROLLARY 8.8. If Y is connected, then A is Buchsbaum if and only if 
the subring A of C contains M,. 
9. “n x 1" CONFIGURATIONS IN lP3 
In this section we consider “n x 1” configurations 9 of lines in P3. This 
meansY=L,UL,U... VL,, where LinL,i=O for 1 <i#j<n and L, 
meets each of L, ,..., L,. We will show that 
(9.1) If n < 2 the “n X 1” configuration is C -M. 
(9.4) The “3 x 1” configuration is Buchsbaum but not C -M 
(9.6), (9.9) If n > 4, the “n X 1” configuration is not even Buchsbaum. 
(By the statement “the configuration is Buchsbaum,” we of course mean 
that the homogeneous coordinate ring A of 9 is a Buchsbaum ring.) 
Our interest in these configurations grew out of the examples of (3 1, where 
they considered such configurations lying on a quadric surface and studied 
the seminormality. A completely different approach to “n x 1” configura- 
tions lying on a quadric surface is given in [ 71. 
We also analyse a related family of configurations in Example (9.7). These 
configurations are obtained by deforming the “4 x 1” configurations so that 
L, and L, meet. The (5-dimensional) family of all such configurations has 
two non-empty components, only one of which consists of Buchsbaum 
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configurations. This example illustrates that the graph of intersections of a 
configuration is not always sufficient to determine whether or not the coor- 
dinate ring of the configuration is Buchsbaum (see also (5.2) above). 
We adopt the notation of Section 4. Since only two lines meet at any 
cluster point, the Cohen-Macaulification C of A is the pull back ring of the 
associated graph by (5.9). 




. . . . . . 
Ln 
Remark 9.1. When II = 1, the configuration has (after a suitable change 
of variable) coordinate ring k[x, y, z]/x(x - y). When n = 2, the 
configuration was discussed in (4.4). Both configurations are seminormal 
and C-M by (5.1), since they lie on (many) quadric surfaces. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let I be the ideal of all elements (0, b,,..., 6,) of JJI;-,, R/ji 
which are in C. Then C = A + I. 
Proof. If b = (b,, b, ,..., 6,) E C, choose a E A mapping onto b, E A/b 0. 
Then b - a = (0, b, - b, ,..., b, - b,) is an element of I. 
COROLLARY 9.3. Let A be the coordinate ring of an “n x 1” 
configuration. For each i= l,..., n there is a linear form zi of R for which 
pi + j. = (ji, zi). Let ci = (0 ,..., 0, zi, 0 ,..., 0). Then 
C=A[c , ,..., [,,I and the maximal ideal of C is (M, c, ,..., 4,). In particular, 
A is Buchsbaum if and only if M& c A, 1 < i < n. 
Proof: It is clear that the ii are in I. If (0, b, ,..., b,) E 1, then each 
b, E R/ji is in the kernel of R/ji + R/q,. By (4.1), this kernel is principal 
and generated by a linear form zi. Some ai E A exists so that bi = aizi and 
hence (0, b, ,..., b,) = C ai&. Thus, I= CA& so that C= A(<, ,..., t;,] by 
(9.2). 
Finally, the last statement in the corollary is a restatement of (2.3) b) for 
the situation at hand. 
PROPOSITION 9.4. The “3 X 1” configuration of lines in ip’ is 
Buchsbaum but not C-M. 
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Proof: Choose coordinates (x, y, z, w) for P3 such that x = 0 on 
LLlUL,, Y= 0 on L,VL,, z=O on L, and w=O on L,. Then 
A=R//z,n...nj,, where PO = by), j, = (x7 z>, j2 = (Y, w) and 
j3 = (ax + y, cx + dy + w) with adf 0. In n R/ji we have the elements: 
x = (0, 0, x, x) 
y = (0, y, 0, -ax> 
z = (z, 0, z, -d-‘(w + cx)) 
w = (w, w, 0, w) 
L = (O,Y, 0, 0) 
c* = (0, 0, x, 0) 
(3 = (0, 0, 0, x). 
We have: 
x~2=(o,o,x2,0)=x2+.-by 
-ax[, = (0, 0, 0, -ax’) = xy 
YC, = (0, Y2, 090) = y2 + axy 
yr3 = (0, 0, 0, -ux2) = xy 
z~,=(0,0,xz,0)=xz+a-‘yz 
zC3 = (0, 0, 0, -d- ‘x(w + cx)) = a - ‘yz 
w& = (0, yw, 0,O) = yw + axw 
WC3 = (0, 0, 0, xw) = xw. 
By (9.3) this is sufficient to prove that A is Buchsbaum, A is not C-M by 
(5.1), or more directly since cl 6Z A. 
Remark. A tedious computation shows that the Buchsbaum type is 1. 
LEMMA 9.5. If an “n x 1” configuration in [P3 has a Buchsbaum coor- 
dinate ring, then for each i > 1 there is a quadric surface in Ip3 containing all 
the lines of the configuration except for Li. 
Proof In the notation of (9.3), zi& = (0 ,..., 0, zf, 0 ,..., 0) must be an 
element of A if A is Buchsbaum. For this to be the case there must be a 
quadratic form of R which is in pi forj # i, but which does not belong to ji. 
The quadric surface is given by the vanishing of this form. 
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PROPOSITION (9.6). If n > 5, the coordinate ring of an “n X 1” 
configuration in [P3 cannot be Buchsbaum. 
ProoJ Any “3 x 1” subconfiguration lies on a unique quadratic surface. 
(This is clear from the proof of (9.4).) This quadric surface must contain all 
the lines Lj except Li by (9.5) and this is impossible for all i if n > 5. 
EXAMPLE (9.7). Consider the prime ideals jO = (x, y) +, = (x, z), 
j2 = (y, w) and ji= (a,x +y, cix-diz + w) for i= 3,4. We assume 
a,a,d,d,#O. Then each L,UL,UL,ULi forms a “3 x 1” configuration 
in P3 and L,UL,UL,VL,VL, is a “4 X 1” configuration if and only if 
a,#a,andd,#d,. 
a3 = a,, or d3 = db a3 * =4 and d3Cdy. 
We will show that A = R/j0 n .. . npd is Buchsbaum if and only if 
a3=a4. 
In n (R/pi), we have: 
x = (0, 0, x, x, x) 
z=(z,O,z,d;‘(w+c,x),d;‘(w+c,x)) 
w = (w, w, 0, w, w) 
cz = (0, 0, x, (40) 
n = (0, 0, 0, x(c,x - d,z + w), 0). 
It is easy to see that &, *Z are elements of the pullback ring C, while 
& 6? A. Thus, A is not C-M. The following lemma shows that A is not 
Buchsbaum unless a3 = a4, for otherwise, J//F ’ # C. 
LEMMA 9.8. With the notation above, assume d, # d,. Then, 
(i) xc, E A 3 a3 = a., or a,d, = a,d, 
(ii) z& E A 3 (a3 = a4 or a3 cq = a,~,), and a,d, # a4 d, in either 
case. 
(iii) & E 2)~~ ’ * a, = ad. 
4R1/92/2-I I 
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Proof: In order that x& belong to A we must have uij E k such that 
x~,=u,,x2+u,*xy+ a.#+ uJ4w2. As all elements are in JJyzOR/ji this 
amounts to 5 equations in the uij. The first three coordinate equations force 
most uij to be equal to zero. We also find that u,, = 1 and that the coor- 
dinate equations give 
-X2 = (-UiX’) U12 + (XW) U,, - aid;‘(Xw + CiX’) U23. 
Equating coefficients of x2 and xw gives four equations in the three variables 
'12' u149 u23* A simple determinant argument shows that if there is a solution 
we must have either a3 = a4 or a3 d4 = u4d3. This proves (i). 
The proof of (ii) is similar. In this case an inspection of the first three 
coordinates shows that z{, E A iff there are uij E k so that 
Zr2-XZ=U,2(Xy)+U,4XW+ U23yZ in I41 R/ji. 
i-0 
We find, again by considering determinants, that if there is a solution then 
we must have a3 = aq, or u3c4 = u4c3. Also since d, # d, we must have 
a,d, # d,a,. 
Part (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii) since y& = WC, = 0 in any case. 
Note. With the notation of Example 9.7 it is easy to see that if a3 = a4 
then xc2 E A and zi2 EA. 
COROLLARY 9.9. The “4 x 1” configuration in Ip3 does not have u 
Buchsbuum coordinate ring. 
ProoJ One may make a change of variables to conform with the notaton 
of Example 9.7. We must have a3 # u, and d, # d,. The result is then 
immediate from (9.8) and (9.3). 
LEMMA 9.10. With the notation of Example (9.7) let a3 = a4. Then 
C=A[&, ~1. 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of (9.2). By (9.1) the coordinate ring 
of L, U L, U L, is the pull-back of the diagram. 
R’p1 1 
R,p / R/q1 
“1 
R/p,, / R'% 
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This coordinate ring is a quotient of A, so any element of C is congruent 
to an element of the form b = (0, 0, b,, b, , 0) modulo A. To be consistent at 
R/j, S/J the element b, of R/h4 must be divisible by the image in R/fi3 of 
cqx - d,z + w. Choose r E R with T(C~X - d,z + w) mapping onto b,. Then, 
b = b,[, + r~. 
COROLLARY 9.11. If a3 = a4 in Example (9.7), then A is a Buchsbaum 
ring. 




ycz =xy(c,x-d,z + w) 
zn =yz(c,x - d,z + w) 
WPZ = xw(c,x - d,z + w). 
10. LINES ON A QUADRIC SURFACE IN Ip3 
In this section we consider “m by n” configurations Y of lines on a 
quadric surface in P3. Such a surface has two rulings, and Y consists of m 
lines from one ruling and n from the other. We will show 
if (m - n ( < 1, the “rn by n” configuration is C-M, 
if (m - n I= 2, the configuration is Buchsbaum but not C - M, 
if (m - n( > 3, the configuration is not even Buchsbaum. 
In Example (5.1), we showed that (the coordinate ring of) the 
configuration was C-M if and only if Jm - nJ < 1. We may assume that 
n > m + 2 and write n = m + 1 + k. For convenience, we number the lines of 
JY so that L_, ,..., L-,,L,,L I ,..., L, are chosen from one ruling, and 
L m+ i ,..., L,, are chosen from the other ruling. 
LEMMA (10.1). For j < 0 let h E Rjjj denote a form of degree m which 
generates the kernel of Rl~j ~ nfz,,,, , R/(fii + hj), and let cj = 
(O,...,&, O,..., 0) denote the corresponding element of JJfzWk R/ji. Then C is 
generated as an A-module by cpk ,..., [-, , i.e., 
C=A[SL ,..., L,]. 
ProoJ: Let A’ denote the pull-back of the diagram obtained by deleting 
R/j -k,...r R/j _, from the graph associated to A. By (5. l), R (and A) maps 
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onto A ‘. This shows that if (cPk ,..., cZm) E C then there is an element of A of 
the form (uPk ,..., a-, , c,, ,..., czm). Thus every element of C is congruent 
mod A to an element of the form c = (cpk ,..., c-i, 0 ,..., 0). Each cj vanishes 
in all R/(/i +/j), so fj divides cj, and so c = 2 (Cj/") cj, as claimed. 
THEOREM (10.2). For all m > 0, the “rn by (m + 2)” configuration of 
lines on a quadric surface in p3 has a Buchsbaum coordinate ring. 
ProoJ We will proceed by induction on m, the cases m = 0, 1 being (6.3) 
and (9.4). By (10.1) and (4.3), A is Buchsbaum iff c-i M c A, where [-, = 
(f_ i, O,..., 0). Let f’ be a form of degree (m - 1) in R/b _ 1 which generates 
the kernel of R/j-, + ni!J;:, R/(hi + j-i), and f” the linear form so that 
f-, =f ‘f”. 
By removing L, and L,, from 9, we obtain an “(m - 1) by (m + 1)” 
configuration .P’ whose coordinate ring A’ is a quotient of A. The 
Cohen-Macaulification C’ of A’ is the pullback of the graph obtained by 
removing R/j0 and R/jz, from the graph associated to 9. The element [_, 
of C’ maps to f”[’ I . For a E M the element a(- i of MC maps tof” a i’, 
in M’C’. By induction M’C’ c A’, so there is an element b of A mapping to 
a[‘,. As an element of jJir_, R/ji we have 
b = (uf’, b,, 0 ,..., 0, b2,,J. 
Now consider the configuration ip” = L _ 1 U L, U L,, . By (5.1), the coor- 









The element (f”, 0,O) of R/j,_, x R//z0 x R/P,, is in this pullback. As A” 
is a quotient of A, there is an element c = (f”, 0, c, ,..., c,,,- 1, 0) of A. In A 
we have bc = (af’f”, 0 ,..., 0) = al-, . This shows that ai-, E A for every 
aEM,, i.e., that [_,McA. 
THEOREM (10.3). IfI m - n 1 > 3, the “rn by n” configuration of lines on 
a quadric surface in ip3 has a coordinate ring which is not Buchsbaum. 
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ProoJ We need to introduce coordinates for P3. We can assume that the 
quadric surface is given by the equation yz - xw = 0, and that the lines are 
given by the primes 
j i = &ix - z> Pi Y - w)Y -k<i<m 
pi = (&x - y, AiZ - w), m+l<i<m. 
A coordinate change y --f y + ax, w + MJ + az allows us to assume that all 
the li are non-zero. With this choice we have in n:z-,R//,i = 
lTLk[x,yl x r’I;$n+1 k[x,zl: 
x = (x, x )...’ x) 
Y = (Y,...,Y, a,+ IX,..? LX) 
z = (u_px ,...) p,x, z ,...) z) 
w = cu-k Y,..., & Y, fLl+ ,z,-, J&d) 
i-k = (f, o,..., 0) 
where f = n’m”, , (Lix - y). 
We will show that XC-~ g A for k 2 2. This will show that cPk $ M-‘, 
and hence that C #M-l. By (4.3), this will show that A is not Buchsbaum. 
Suppose that XC-~ E A. Then there are a(q) in k so that 
XC-~ = C {a(q) q/q is a monomial of degree (m + 1) in R }. 
This is an equation in n (R/hi) of forms of degree m + 1. In equations -k 
through m, we consider the coefficients of x”“‘. This yields the system of 
(m + k + 1) equations in (m + 2) unknowns: 
The last set of (m + 2) equations has the unique solution 
a(.,~?+~)= . . . =a(z “‘+I)= 0 when k> 2. Because n li # 0, this solution 
does not satisfy the first equation. This contradiction shows that XC-~ @A, 
as desired. 
Remark. A more geometric approach to the content of (10.2) and (10.3) 
is given in [i’]. The proof there uses the notion of liaison and is entirely 
different from the above linear algebra proof. 
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11. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND QUESTIONS 
Some readers may have noted that many of our techniques about pull- 
backs of rings are borrowed from the paper [4]. Unfortunately, that paper 
was written prior to Swan’s work on seminormality [21] and the simple 
algebraic definition he worked with. Swan’s work thus allowed a substantial 
simplification of some of the results of [4] that we used and so we decided to 
give the new proofs. 
The problem of determining when a configuration of lines in P3 is C-M or 
Buchsbaum is still a tempting and seemingly quite difficult question. The 
next obvious step is to consider configurations on cubic surfaces in P3 and 
to decide how the minimal degree of a surface containing configurations with 
the same graph affects the Cohen-Macaulay and Buchsbaum properties for 
the configuration. The same question applies as well, given the examples of 
Dayton and Roberts, to questions concerning seminormality. The work of 
Goto [8 ] may be of great use here. 
In higher dimensional spaces the problems seem more difficult. We have 
not been able to decide, e.g., if the Buchsbaum type of a Buchsbaum 
configuration of lines in P” is always <n/2. Such unanswered simple 
questions are just one indication of the work yet to be done. 
There is, of course, the possibility of considering questions analogous to 
those we have considered for higher dimensional linear subspaces of P” 
(where n is large enough, relative to the dimensions of the subspaces, to 
make the questions non-trivial). Some work has already begun in that 
direction by Reisner in [ 171 for “co-ordinate” subspaces. The methods there 
are quite sophisticated. Interestingly enough, Reisner gives an example (a 
union of 3-dimensional subspaces of A6) in which the decision as to whether 
the coordinate ring is C-M or not depends on the characteristic of the base 
field. We have discovered no such phenomena for planes in A4. This result of 
Reisner’s suggests interesting things for higher-dimensional C-M 
phenomena. 
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